
AN ANALYSIS OF THE THEME OF HOPE IN COOL HAND LUKE BY DONN

PEARCE

The movie Cool Hand Luke, written by Donn Pearce and directed by Stuart Rosenberg, is a movie about a chain gang in
the earlier half of the twentieth century.

Luke smiles in shot after shot. Luke: Yeah, well, sometimes nothin' can be a real Cool Hand. To the losing,
card-playing convict You stupid mullet-head. Luke says he can eat fifty eggs in one hour. That universal
struggle against "the man" is the boy's struggle against the opposing forces of growing up to embrace
adulthood while at the same time chafing against the responsibilities that follow. Dragline, the inmate who
seems to have the most authority over his fellow inmates, comes to love Luke like a brother. One of the film's
posters carried a tagline related to the character's rebelliousness: "The man Their crimes and behaviors brought
them into a world of being stripped of their freedom. Kibin does not guarantee the accuracy, timeliness, or
completeness of the essays in the library; essay content should not be construed as advice. What makes you
cringe? Just like today when he kept comin' back at me - with nothin'. The one-way communication in the
camp is the language of power masquerading as influence. In the searing hot sun, the road-gang convicts
endure back-breaking physical labor - chopping dusty weeds by the side of the highway. Check out our
Privacy and Content Sharing policies for more information. By the time he reached his 21st birthday, he had
quite a few life stories to tell, including receipt of a two-year sentence to Raifford Prison in  Their
disappointment when Luke is recaptured and his apparent resignation in the face of apathy is one of the most
poignant moments in the novel. Carr accounts for all of the 50 prisoners after the last bell: "Forty-nine, one in
the box, Boss. He gotta learn the rules the same as anybody else. Luke is a savior to these men. He was some
boy. She tempts and stimulates the men even further in the symbolic simulation of the sex act. He was kicked
out of the army after his transfer to a combat unit, when his family notified authorities he was only age  The
next scene, playing under the credits, is of the typical, grueling road work forced upon prisoners - an
imprisonment which reflects the authentic horrors of life on a chain gang in a Southern prison. They live their
lives in physical, mental and emotional captivity. Their main mid-day meal is a pile of beans and a slab of
cornbread. Each escape is less playful and more consequential for Luke, his tormentors, and his admirers. For
Luke, anything more than nothing is a hand that he cannot play cool.


